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Abstract
A user sometimes prefers to not be restricted when querying for information. Querying information within a range
of search often provides a different perspective to user as opposed to a rigid search. To compute skyline  within a
given range  would be easy on traditional dataset. The challenge is when the dataset being queried consists of both
atomic values as well as continuous range  of values. For a set of objects with uncertain  dimension , a skyline
with a range  query  [q : q′ ] on that uncertain  dimension  returns objects which are not dominated by any other
objects in the range  query . A method is proposed to determine objects and answer skyline  query  that satisfy
the range  query . The correctness of the method is proven through comparisons between two naïve methods that
strictly reject and loosely accept objects that intersect with the range  query . © Springer International Publishing
Switzerland 2016.
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